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this template contains an online application which you can use to
connect with your customers. it is about a web-based app with a
database to store customer details in tables and list them. it also
contains a microsite to store recipes. the web-based app and the

microsite can be added to the site's theme as pages for the users to
use. the template also comes with basic navigation across these pages

to facilitate navigation on any device. besides, there is a homepage
with a contact form for visitors to mail you any queries they may have.

we bring you triage, a free android app template created to let you
create a utility app. this is a no-frills app with almost no features built-
in. weve simply provided you with a starting point with essential code
you can continue to build on. with the ultimate mobile app template,
you can create stunning apps for ios and android devices in minutes,
and customize the look and feel to fit your app. to build this template,

we first started by combining the assets of the previously published app
templates and creating new ones with the same color palette. the result

was the ultimate mobile app template, and weve made more of it.
career cafe is a free android app template that lets you build a cross
between a facebook page and an app. for starters, it lets you build a

profile, add photos, share updates and links, send messages, respond
to messages, share your calendar with events, create and comment on
events, share videos, and like and comment on friends' updates. thee
google app engine sdk for php developers is a free php 7 app template
that is easy to use, and is designed to help anyone get started quickly
building their first application. it will get you up and running in a few
hours. however, your app will need to be google cloud platform (gcp)
hosted as an app engine application. a template is also provided for

java, python, node.js, and ruby developers, and php developers can use
the other templated to create their own apps.
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if you already have
a template, this will

generate a new
template with the
same name. if you
have a template

named "template.an
droid.html" for

example, then you
can generate a new
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template named
"template.html". the

contents of the
template folder are:
activity_main.xml -
the activity that is
shown to the user.
fragment_main.xml
- a simple tabbed

activity. fragment_
main_2.xml - an

advanced fragment
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example. it shows
how to use

fragments. fragmen
t_layout.xml -

fragment layout.
this is used by the

other two files
above.

fragment_list.xml - a
list of items in a list
view. fragment_sear

ch.xml - a search
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fragment. this is
used in the search

screen.
fragment_tabs.xml -
a tabs fragment. fra
gment_tabs_2.xml -

a tabs fragment
that uses a fragmen
tstatepageradapter.
fragment_time.xml -

a simple time
fragment. fragment
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_weather.xml - a
weather fragment. c
ustom_arraylist.xml
- an example of how
to use an external

library. this is a
quick proof of

concept application
for testing out the

app template on the
android platform.
this app uses the
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built in api client
and simple login
page. to register

you must first login
and then request a
token. the folder

contains: androidma
nifest.xml:

describes the
permission of the

application.
common: contains
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all the useful files
which are required
by the template.

resources: contains
the sprites and

images used by the
template. source:

contains the source
code of the

template. it's a good
place to start from.
textures: contains
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